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**The Real Question**

When Mr. King speaks to Christians about ministering to the persecuted, they are captivated by the question, “What would I do if I faced death for my faith?” He explains that the real question is not how the martyr had the courage to die for their faith, but rather how the focus needs to be on their lives and what brought them to the point of martyrdom. Understanding their life journey gives readers God’s big picture for all of our lives.
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Our problem (touching back on chapter 1) is our lack of wounds and scars (Witness Lee). It is our self-sufficiency that makes us impregnable. Mr. King talks about the twin cancers that have been eating at us: self-sufficiency and idolatry. We are trapped by our nature and Western culture.
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Mr. King has demonstrated the western church’s predicament. Here, he unveils God’s plan to rescue believers:

We must come to the end of ourselves, and that only happens through suffering and brokenness. The only problem is that we spend so much of our energy avoiding these things.

But, God is attracted like a magnet to our neediness and brokenness! It is only through pain and suffering that we come to the end of ourselves and our fascination with the world’s “distractions.” Only then will our broken cisterns be mended and filled with the living water that flows from the throne of God.

The whisper of the martyr is finally revealed in this chapter. The martyr stands on the threshold of the door to their next life, calling out to us, “Come die with me!”

**From King to Treasure**

This chapter is focused on the practical side of the message. How does the believer move to this deeper walk the martyr demonstrates?

In the western church, the highest calling that Christians are usually challenged to, is to make Jesus and the God the Father our King. We are called to be obedient, holy, and sacrificial – to follow the King’s orders.

Few Christians end up at this point in their walk. It is a wonderful point to be at in our Christian journey but it is by no means the endpoint.

No, there is a final step the Lord wants the reader to take.

The martyrs are usually given the chance to live and escape their murder. Why don’t they? Because the Lord is more than their “King.” He is their “treasure.”

Over the years of intense suffering, the love for the “world” and all its “distractions” were stripped away. They stayed the path because the Lord had become more to them than just their King. He had become their treasure. This is why their killers’ offer of a few more minutes of life (figuratively) is a measly offer. The martyr died long ago. They found a great treasure and gladly went and sold all they had to possess the land they stand on and cannot trade it for any price.

We must follow the martyr’s example and heed their call.

Living this out is hard and we only reach the top of the mountain (as they read about in the introduction) fleetingly, but there you will find the real life you were searching for all along.